Square Deal Crossword

Completion of this crossword takes only solving eight horizontal and eight vertical clues. Place your answers one letter in each box. Enjoy.

Across
1. Famous locomotive paint scheme
6. Blocks pushed into refrigerator car
7. Marine Corps “Duck” ________
8. Favorite Lionel organization
9. Fort Knox ________ car
11. Track lockon, 1955-59
13. Vat
14. Lichen and grass mats to ________ a layout

Down
1. Red PRR boxcar for carrying RCA ________ appliances
2. Rock Island slogan abbreviation
3. 45 degree cross-________
4. Black body diesel with gray lightning-bolt paint scheme
5. Circular accessory for running engines onto sidings
10. Accessory with vendor behind a counter selling Lionel ________
12. ________-style motor
13. AM __ __ __ K Alco A

Answers will be published in the next issue.